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Raucous behavior by some Chinese passengers on-board a Thai airliner from Bangkok to
Nanjing resulted in some tense moments for passengers and a return to Don Mueang Airport in
the Thai capital.
Witnesses on Air Asia flight 9101 say a man threatened to blow up the plane and his girlfriend
told other passengers she wanted to commit suicide, which led to the decision to turn around.
But the couple, in their 20s, had been drawing attention to themselves for a while by that point.
The couple loudly objected when they discovered they were not sitting together, which
happened because they were part of a tour group and were seated in alphabetical order. A flight
attendant fixed the situation and found seats for them together, but they still complained loudly.

Then in flight, the woman bought a bowl of instant noodles from the flight attendants and asked
for boiling water. When she got it, she splashed it on the flight attendant.

AROUND THE WEB

During the fracas that followed, the man threatened to blow up the plane as his girlfriend
threatened to kill herself. Passengers say dinner cutlery was used in the melee. The couple
finally calmed down once other passengers became involved.
KEEP IN TOUCH

After arriving back in Bangkok, police entered the plane and took the couple away.
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Zen my Ass
Selfish idiots, a couple of weeks rotting in a jail might be beneficial to them.
shun
for that pre terrorist assault (threatened to explode the plane)… they should.
Neobooper
obviously they haven’t watched Midnight Express…..
Pingback: คูร่ ักจีน ‘วีนแตก’ บนแอร์เอเชีย ! สาดนน้ ำร ้อนจนต ้องบินกลับดอนเมือง | 和平世界
Just_Banlas
Chinese being Chinese…is this news?
Parichart
Airasia bad airline of the world.
shun
and China’s chinese are bad airline passengers in the world.
“Incidents involving Chinese tourists making angry outbursts have prompted Beijing to issue stern
guidelines on behaving abroad.
In February, according to Thai and Chinese news reports, 27 members of a Chinese tour group were ejected
from a China Eastern Airlines flight before take-off from the Thai resort island of Phuket after brawling
over seating arrangements.”
p/s: not related to HK chinese or Taiwan chinese, I believe they are good.
THEFREDFONG
chinese peasants that ride the bus….are now able to ride planes
http://www.noidiotsallowed.com/ Reptilian
And China being quite large, has more than its fair share of bumpkins and hyperaggressive f0cktards…
Pingback: Hao Hao Report
Pingback: แอร์เอเชียแจง เหตุครู่ ักชาวจีนป่ วน สาดนน้ ำร ้อนใส่แอร์ฯ« FEELING FOOTBALL
peaches
Where did the boiling water come from? There is no such thing on any commercial airline.
Chanisara Kaochim Hutton
the chinese woman asked for instant noodle…..
“Then in flight, the woman bought a bowl of instant noodles from the flight attendants and asked for
boiling water. When she got it, she splashed it on the flight attendant.”
read slowly, don’t be too rush to comment.
peaches
I worked on airplanes for 36 years and know for a fact that there is no such thing on an airplane. Don’t be so
know it all.
shun
have you work on the commercial aircraft like 737/a320/777/a30 etc? you should know there it is
shun
So how the cabin crew serve you hot coffee or tea without hot water? there are water heater at the galley. So
the cabin crew took the hot water from there, puts on the trolley and serve to any passenger who ask for hot
drinks.
mfw13
Revenge of the tuhao….
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